The way of Tours étape 3 - Pissos > Labouheyre

Distance : 14,5 km
0,000km - Walk south N134 road trough the city, cross the Braou little
stream and then, in front of the town hall, turn on your left in direction of
Sabres on D34 road. As you leave the town, turn right onto a sandy
path heading south-west to Escoursolles hamlet.
1,000 km - You will be during 3kms walking in this sand until you arrive
at Escoursolles hamlet. You may fortunately rest after 2 dusty kms near
the Mordiuat rivlet..
4,000 km - The track meets an asphalt road that goes through the
village. There don't forget to get fresh water. You may rest or pray in
front the Virgin statue that can be seen trough hawthorn bushes on the
immediate left at the crossroads.
Walk 50m on the left small road and at the crossraods, turn right at the
crossroads and after 100m a very, very long track awaits you.This part
of the route will probably stay in your memory. Be patient, you will
overcome ! You can't get lost since you walk after1,100 km along a
high-voltage electricity line .
7,000 km - Reaching a road, turn slightly on your left, still along the
high-voltage electricity line for as long as 8km (be careful not to follow
.the perpendicular one ) . Further on the Way you will walk in Spain in
Castilla such straight roads in a barren landscape.
9,000 km - At a junction, take the opposite road under again the
high-voltage electricity line. Another 5,5km as endless as before before
eventually reaching Labouheyre town..
14,500 km - Route de Lindor leads you to Labouheyre before you turn
quicky on your right Rue des Ombreyres then left to Rue Pierre et
Marie Curie.
Next to the river (nice place for lunch next to the old public wash
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house), get to the St James Church.
Cool yourself under its porch and its beautifully twisted columns
decorated with fleur-de-lis and shells.
You can see at the very end of Curie street the BrÃ©montier column,
the man who transformed the Landes by draining the swamps thanks to
a huge domestic pine trees forest. Plantation program.
Walk under the railway, heading to Castets : Gouveia street and Jean
JaurÃ¨s Avenue (thats bends to 90°when touching the highway). At its
end, after the large roundabout, go opposite to BÃ©route road until you
get near to the highway.
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